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ABOUT THE AUTHORS AND THEIR UNION FOR THIS ARTWORK
ILUSTRATIONS: SEAN BIRMINGHAM
ORIENTATION: SIMÃO MONTEIRO
Sean Birmingham is an American from Chicago, work as a Comercial of Information Technology and
independent artist. Currently lives in Chicago, he has been unemployed since 2015, when he was
misdiagnosed of rare brain cancer that was not malignant but as misdiagnosed as malignant, Sean
underwent unnecessary surgery to remove the tumor and had a various sequels.
Simão and Sean met by linkedin and from January 7, 2019 decided to work together to make this publication.
An e-book-of-artist containing the result of an online residence guided by Simão and worked by Sean.
Both are survivors of serious brain problems. Sean's misdiagnosed cancer in 2015 and Simão's a
hemorrhagic stroke occurred on December 9, 2017. That led to the finish of his work contract and also left
some serious sequels that could lead him to death into sleep.
See below for Sean's testimony and then the challenge Sean made to Simão to talk about his stroke.

Testimony from Sean:
Imagine this;
You are driving down an expressway doing about 80mph when suddenly your body becomes somewhat paralyzed, your thoughts are strange and absurd and you
are unable to control the situation but are forced to watch how it plays out. A moment later you snap back into reality, in a panic, in rush hour, with no clue you
just had a seizure.
The next day you return to work, you begin to see glitter and broken mirror pieces everywhere, but nobody else sees them. You go see a client to offer assistance
and mid-sentence you lose track of what you were talking about or why you were there, the mirror pieces return. Eventually you discover through online research
you are suffering from epilepsy and are able to narrow down your seizure types as your primary care doctor begins to voice his concerns. You are scheduled to
see a neurologist in disbelief that you were actually correct, the neurologist simply orders an MRI and your life is about to change. Almost immediately you are
notified that a tumor has been found in your brain specifically in the left hemisphere, temporal lobe. It is slightly smaller than a bouncy ball and sits flush against
the hippocampus and atop the visual and audible nerves. Without hesitation your reaction is “yes, please fix me doctor”. Soon after you are taken in for a
complete evaluation of your health and proceed to sign an agreement that if your craniotomy doesn’t go well you won’t hold a grudge. Furthermore you are
advised you will likely go blind, deaf, and should make a donation to the sperm bank if you wish to continue to procreate... you pass.
The surgery goes well; the tumor has been resected but diagnosed as a malignant nasty cancer of the brain that people typically do not survive. Being diagnosed
with a WHO Grade III Anaplastic Astrocytoma you begin falling through a rabbit hole of online help and misinformation. Meanwhile you begin to anticipate the
worst and with everyone’s backing you bow out of your well-earned career at 33 years old, you file for disability, Medicare, say goodbye to your co-workers, and
start getting used to seeing doctors and having strange tests done on your brain. You begin chemotherapy, you don’t want to. When you were in the rabbit hole
you found that your genetic makeup did not work with chemotherapy, you were pushed anyways and gave in. You regretted that immensely and paid a huge price
physically for it. At the same time you began radiation treatment, you were on about 16 different drugs from painkillers to steroids and it was difficult. Though
the radiation seemed like a easy thing you had no clue just how bad it was.
Now some time has passed, you are still alive. You were always a drinker but the cancer made it worse and thus the alcoholism began as did the decline of several
relationships. The depression is so heavy you drink more, you begin feeling like you need to die, like you don’t want to fight it anymore, you give in. However
you still live and future testing does not show a recurrence of your cancer. You wonder why that is and putting your knowledge to work, you request a 2nd
opinion on the biopsy that defined your diagnosis. It’s completely different. Naturally you get another one and it also is different and correlates with the 2nd
opinion, now you’re diagnosis has changed from a well-known and deadly cancer, to a very rare and less malignant form. You go back down the rabbit hole and
begin looking into
WHO Grade II Ganglioglioma and it turns out that chemotherapy and radiation are not typically used in treatment. You realize that you have been misdiagnosed
and over-treated; meanwhile as the time has passed you’ve begun to notice the ringing in your ear has gotten louder.

The time has gone on and two years later your alcoholism has cost you in ways that would make the devil’s jaw drop, you begin to seek help. You’ve lost over
50lbs since chemotherapy, you lose track of the last time you’ve eaten or drank water, and you pass out and hurt your head. A few days go by and it happens
again. You got used to going four or five days without food and at your worst you know you’ve gone eight days. You’re body gets sick, you’ve had multiple trips
to the ER, two surgeries, your teeth begin to rot, your toenails turn brown from not taking care of them, the nerve in your left pinky finger is dead, your chest has
had an infection for months and you are weak. You’ve also become a prisoner in your own world. You are used to being alone, entertaining yourself, you get
bored easily and you begin noticing odd sensations.
Your memory has collapsed. Anything you do is subject to falling off a cliff into a pool of confusion at any point. Often times in the middle of a conversation you
realize you no longer have a clue of what you are talking about while the words continue to pour out of your mouth. You begin to notice pressure around your
surgery site. You’ve had two memory tests done now and you and everyone else know the hard truth, it’s gone, buh-bye.
As you continue down the rabbit hole, you also have begun to change. You write on a whim, your creativity floods everything you touch, your voice is more
powerful and your words have more meaning than any other time in your life. You celebrate a year’s sobriety from alcohol. People start noticing you more, you
begin taking care of your body, working out and putting on muscle mass. You eat more, you take your creative skills and begin utilizing them to repair the
damage done. You recognize your new outlook on life and abandon fear.
Once again you continue down the rabbit hole and find you meet the credentials for an acquired savant. You realize you have so many stories to tell, not just this
one. You want to help others and wake them up to reality, help them not take things so seriously at times and show them how you are able to execute patience
under pressure and live such a calm lifestyle.
You have come a long way, people often look up to you and say you are smart, you thank them but don’t allow the compliment to hit you too hard. You have
learned to abandon the self and embrace selflessness not selfishness. You got your doctors to admit they made a mistake, they then said you would be a genius if
you were not missing a part of your brain, you were unsure if you should take that as a compliment or insult. You have filtered out the negativity in your life,
making amends to as many as possible before closing the door on them. People often ask you for help with your creative thoughts. At times those thoughts are
uncontrollable and you find yourself lost in total submersion ignorant to all else that is going on around you.

You recognize you are not normal. You have a dream one night where you fall off a cliff, and live, you then awaken and feverishly document a plan to answer if
there is Life after Death. You’ve come to an understanding that time is merely manmade and does not exist, IQ tests are a joke, we don’t live in the past the
present or the future, that you are fundamentally just a mass of specific resources assembled in a beautiful way, that there are so many other worlds out there and
so many possibilities, and you are feverishly curious about Life and Death. You create solutions in your head to well-known problems in the world like cancer, the
lack of early education in the dangers of technology, and environmental clean-up solutions, but you never take them seriously enough to convey them to others.
You think you might want to be President one day as you feel you are a good leader and people would like your personality and find your background interesting
and unique, you are a dreamer.

You want to write a biography but feel you are too inadequate to do so and proceed to look for help from a few colleges, they ignore you. You submit an op-ed to
a very well-known newspaper, they too ignore you. Meanwhile you continue to create art with your children, it’s easy for you. You draw, and create original
musical composures out of boredom. You begin playing with film and editing. You begin questioning if you could possibly get into a career, but you acknowledge
that if you do you may lose your health benefits, and so you decide if you do you will go big or go home. Your alcoholism is no longer an issue, your family loves
you and the changes you’ve made and the person you’ve become. People see you and call you a miracle, they love your voice. Your voice, that new voice, has
gotten you out of several tricky situations. It also turns out you were not sterile after all.
You proceeded to create a resume’ and reached out to one of the largest investment banks in the world knowing they feed off talent money can’t buy and college
can’t educate, and would make the reward worthwhile. You got their attention using a web-link for disabled applicants and they told you to apply for whatever job
you like. The only one you saw and felt truly qualified for was in Japan and you almost gave up. You then befriend a VP and Global Head on a social site for
career professionals.
You send an email to that site you saw online about savants, knowing that your right hemisphere of your brain must have become dominant from the damage to
the left as illustrated by a recent EEG showing an white mass where your brain has died and been replaced by something new correlating with the nasty pictures
on your MRI’s.
You again reach out to those bankers hoping for a miracle, and one morning while you wait in bordem you write this.

Now, the challenge made to Simão by Sean:
This is a world that has already mistreated me terribly. But I must confess that I will miss from it when it comes time for me turn off the autopilot and return to
manual operation in the universe. Because this is the way of the existing. However, I must add that I have been close to death many times, and in the last year
(2017) I was saved by the hands of my wife, my LOVE.
On December 9, 2017, I was resting on my bed for another work shift from 9:00 p.m. to another day 10 at 8:00 a.m. When then, around of 7:00 p.m., I woke up
from my bed with a lot of headache. I got up as from bed, best I could and went to the bathroom, but when I looked into the mirror, I could not see anything.
Then, I am turned to my wife and told to her that I had a terrible headache, unbearable, and that I could not see well. She led me to the couch to sit down
and frightened asked me what to do? I promptly replied that the doctor was her, then that if she were set to work now and quickly. To which she replied
that she was not yet a medical, but only a student of china medicine. But even so, in the face of pain and suffering, she began to apply acupuncture needles
here and there with the intention of putting an end to the pain, while at the same time he put under my afflicted arm a thermometer.
When peeking the thermometer my wife exclaims: "it is not possible, this is broken". The thermometer was show barely twenty-four degrees Fahrenheit,
then she turned away to fetch a book, and I exclaimed, "What happened!" "Wait," she said, and then, as she stuck a needle in my left arm, above the wrist,
the pain becomes immediately bearable and I see again with less difficulty.

Tells me her: "Now let's go to the hospital." I agree and she call a taxi. As the way of the hospital, she remove the needles and I would not refused.
"Are you crazy to get into the hospital so full of needles?" Says to me her.
There must have been about fifteen or twenty needles, perhaps more, acupunctured and scattered all over my body.
After that, I had agreed that as long as the taxi arrived at the hospital she took out all the needles. She did it then, and when I got to the hospital, I was
walking and apparently it was very well. I felt some pain, but it was incomparable in the face of the pain I had felt before. Until I was joking: "On a scale of
0 to 10, did the doctor ask me? 100, I replied with a big smile, maybe even more: 120??? "And I laughed, blood glucose rising, but the temperature was
stable at last, but still at 38.8º, did not rise or fall despite being I am medicated for this purpose.
I walked back and forth into the hospital to make exams. When, at two o'clock a.m, the "doctors" together and amiably decided that a TAC should be done.
At this point, the urgency was empty, the hospital tooks advantage to make the TAC of all the people hospitalized. And guess who was the last in line?
Yeah, I waited standing for over two hours. I made this stand up at the counter of the balcony with the hospital staff, walked back and forth, and returned
to the side of my wife. I was happy.
However, when I get to the side of her, she tells to me: "You'll have to repeat the TAC with contrast." Hey! The thing is really serious!!!
I walk back and make jokes with one and another, I walked here and there. I would repeat the TAC?!?! It was late, already four-thirty a.m.
And the hemorrhagic stroke had occurred at 7:00 p.m. sensibly, that is, more than 6 hours earlier.
At last, I was hospitalized and started the treatment more than ten hours after the stroke. Statistically it was very bad, even very bad. But it was not
by medical error, it was even user error: a miracle, but I am here, at least until this moment. I still breathe our polluted air and it is possible for me to
perceive all the noises. Fifteen days later I was already working, the doctors told to me that I needed some exercise. Even so, nothing better than to will
go back to work. Well, I always joked that my work it was my gymnasium, and I still got exercises to receive it in money, my salary.
Total force? None. It was then that I began to notice the sequels that had set in. Curious, I did not have one or the other, but all of them. There were none
of the medical and historical literature.
The percentage survival of hemorrhagic strokes after 12 months is less than 3% (three percent). What is curious is that the statistics of death are always
in my favor and against death. It is the only statistic in which I am always a winner. A personal and private lottery. Well, life has taken me a lot, but
the life still has not taken to me my life, but before got life to me, even in the face of these statistics. Now, I can only say that I have never lost, although
I have never won in any another vallues. If the lottery had only five numbers to choose from, I could if I had to hit three, I'd get the feat of making five
and I am not the winner.
But now I know this is win. That is why I can not forget that would told to me once time I would be taken to death by the hands of love. And being close
to death made me aware of it again. Months later, before a medical committee of the SNS, my work contract was declined, and I puted on my
subside of anemployed.
Since then, I have appreciat the world in a different way, everything seems ephemeral to me. They continue to take things from me and many times
they provide real tricks, but there are also miracles in LIFE. Which reminds me that it is FAITH that has always moved me. Not in GOD that I claim not
to exist, but in the MIRACLES and in the FAITH that I am sure, and have real existence. FAITH is not impossible. After all, what is LIFE if not

the impossible or the impossibilities?
I honestly do not know, but I will certainly miss this world, or other kind of vain attachment, but I still prefer to define it is a LIFE. For it is LIFE that
allows to me the feel together, even the greatest of pains, but also all the pleasures that I had already enjoyed.
And these are my appointments: the smile of a child running on green wet grass, the wild flowers exhaling fresh odors in the early hours of the days of my
fifty one (51) springs years already lived, as well as the sight of lightning and shine in the dark skies of the distant storms in the seas.
I will miss these events and the birds and the flowers ... of LIVING and fighting, because the LIFE is this, fight. The purest beauty and mystery of survival. Soon,
much sooner than I would like, I will leave this LIFE, but I will miss it. I probably will leave the life into my sleep, but in this way, I will exist forever in my
dreams, which will be in the eternal existence. And I will can dream with the best LOVE and see it and take it with me for the eternal that I will become. Not the
eternal soul that many desire, but the eternal move, the eternal DESTINY that moves my longing and my LOVE for you, my life, my love. I think it is made me
saw the long way to live and the long life together that I have always been unable to SEE, but I have always felt and cared for my hands, for that when I reach the
height, I will offer my LOVE for our eternity that unites us in these moments of live together.
Thank you my DEAR.
Greetings, Simão.

THE END

